I. Introduction
A wide area of research in cellular systems is related to handover issues. Regarding radio transmission layer, one important feature of CDMA-based systems is the ability of supporting soft handover, mechanism that allows the mobile to be connected simultaneously through the old and the target base stations while handover is performed. Instead, in a hard handover procedure, the old link is released before the new one is established. Macrodiversity could be seen as a generalisation of soft handover where the mobile could be connected to multiple base stations under certain conditions, without leading necessarily to a cell change.
Advantages of soft over hard handoff are mainly due to the inherent diversity gain that leads to improved power usage. In the reverse link, Selection Diversity (SD) based soft handover has been shown to increase system capacity [ 11. In case of Maximal Ratio Combining (MRC), capacity bounds similar to those achieved in an isolated cell could be theoretically reached [2] . In [3] , capacity increase due to SD soft handover is estimated about 1.1 -1.4 times better than hard handoff results with 3-6 dB margins. Instead, in the forward link, results are less straightforward. Power reduction achieved by MRC combining does not directly yield capacity improvement because multiple base stations are assigning resources to the same mobile station [4] . In 1151 it is shown that normal hard handoff (3-6dB) results in capacity losses around 0.6-2.2 dB from optimal operation, achieved for soft handoff with low margins (1-2dB) in a power controlled link. Such a better power usage could also be addressed as quality-of-service (QoS) improvement and cell coverage area increase in case of non-capacity limited systems. But benefits derived from macrodiversity adoption need to be contrasted with complexity added to mobile access networks.
Best effort or unconstrained delay data (UDD) services could achieve a required QoS by means of automatic-repeat-request (ARQ) procedures. Besides, asymmetrical applications with higher bandwidth requirements in the forward channel could question macrodiversity usage. Instead, macrodiversity seems to be justified for speech or delay constrained packet services for which QoS relies more on forward error correction (FEC) techniques. This paper describes a simple methodology to compare soft and hard handoff performance in terms of transmission delay for packet data services and provides some repercussions of macrodiversity usage in mobile access networks mainly for packet data schemes. The paper is organised as follows. Next section deals with packet data transmission schemes in WCDMA and provides a general vision of macrodiversity repercussions in access networks. Section I11 describes the hard and soft handoff models based on power criteria and hysteresis margins. In section IV, the overall system model is explained and an analytical methodology to estimate transmission delay penalty for packet services is addressed. Section V reports some results and finally some conclusions are drawn.
Macrodiversity and Packet Services
Supporting of macrodiversity in mobile access networks impacts directly in their architecture. Figure 1 depicts the Radio Network Subsystem (RNS) portion of the UTRAN proposal [6]. According to ETSI proposal, but basically extensible to most proposals, access networks will consist of controllers connected to a Core Network, known as Radio Network Controllers (RNCs), and cell sites or base stations hanging from those controllers, known as Node-Bs. Soft handover operation is envisaged for cells using physical layer FDD mode (WCDMA) and identical frequency assignment. If candidate cells belong to different Node-B, macrodiversity combining and multicasting needs to be performed at RNC. Softer handover occurs when related cells belong to the same Node B. In that case, MRC combining could be used at Node-B in the uplink while, in the former, frame selection combining is performed at RNC. Thus, stream interfaces between Node-B and RNC and inter-RNC have to cope with the transport of user data frame blocks but also synchronisation and quality information multiplexed onto the same transport mechanism. The best-suited candidate transport technology seems to be AAL2 over ATM. Furthermore; the placement of functions related to Medium Access Control (MAC) and Radio Link Control (RLC) is also conditioned. As multicasting or combining is performed at physical layer, that layer should be extended up to the RNC, and consequently MAC and RLC functions need to be located at RNC if macrodiversity is allowed. Packet access in WCDMA is under study. In [6] a dual approach is outlined in which short infrequent packets are transmitted in the random access channel while larger packets use dedicated channels for the transmission of a single packet or a sequence of them. Handover in common channel transmission is reduced to a cell re-selection mechanism, while typical handover procedures only seem to apply to dedicated channels. However, in [7] a higher capacity common packet channel is introduced. This packet bearer is presented for UDD services from 8kbits/s up to 2Mbps. In such case, macrodiversity implementation in front of cell re-selection could lead to considerable interference reduction. But macrodiversity usage when some kind of scheduling is needed results in a complex MAC mechanism since co-ordination among accesses through multiple base stations is needed.
The same problem appears in dedicated mode with scheduling. Difficulty accentuates even more when different RNC are involved.
Soft handoff results in truly seamless handover without any disruption of service. Instead, hard handoff could originate relatively short physical layer breaks. However, this service interruption does not avoid the possibility of carrying out lossless handoffs for data services since link layer mechanisms could be used to mitigate it.
Modelling Soft and Hard Handoff
Hard handoff model used by Viterbi et al. in [ 11 to assess capacity performance could be shown to result in conservative estimation in front of soft handoff since distance criterion is used to select the active base station for each mobile. The hard handoff mechanism considered in the current work has already been detailed in [3,5] for uplink and downlink channels and is exclusively based on power criteria.
Hard handoff is modelled by a hysteresis margin denoted as Am0. If power from a neighbouring base station goes above the current link by at least AHHO dB a handoff request is issued. The current base station is chosen randomly among those received above the best power level minus the hysteresis margin. The soft handoff procedure might be also characterised by a power margin denoted as ASHO. The meaning of this margin depends on the considered channel. ASH0 will be used to determine which base stations are going to assign resources to a mobile terminal in the downlink. In the uplink, ASHO will b e . used to determine which base stations demodulate signal from a mobile and forward it to the macrodiversity combiner. 
IV. System Model
Let us assume a macrocell scenario of regular hexagonal-shaped cells. A static approach analysis has been adopted to assess system performance in To calculate the received power, the propagation model used consists of the product of the distance to the pth power and a lognormal component E, accounting for shadowing losses. Rayleigh fading components are not included since they are supposed to be computed in the required bit energyto-interference ratio.
A. Downlink characterisation
The received Eb/No for a mobile terminal i connected through base station BS j could be expressed by where p, is the fraction of the total power from base station j devoted to subscribers, 4,' the percentage of p, allocated to the mobile i, St refers to the total power received from base station t , Gp is the processing gain and q represents the background noise. As spreading sequences in the forward channel could provide orthogonality between different user channels, a factor denoted by 6 is introduced to account for the percentage of interference reduction due to orthogonality.
Assuming all base station within the Active Set allocate identical fraction of power, the minimum @' can be calculated. Normalising +' by the system dependent factors and denoting the new parameter as @' , the maximum power a base station could allocate is restricted by
where M is the number of users simultaneously served by a single BS. Considering M large enough to apply the Central Limit Theorem, 0 could be approximated by a Gaussian random variable.
B. Uplink characterisation
For the uplink channel, the experimented E D 0 for mobile i at could be written as
where t refers to the different base stations each mobile i could be linked to and SJ models the target received power . Equivalently to (3), we have for the uplink channel the following bound j f z Resorting again to the Central Limit Theorem, IT could be modelled as a Gaussian random variable. The fairness of such approximations will depend on how large is M but, as we are interested in system capacity values, this condition will be normally held.
C. Probability Density Function of EdNo
Once statistics for uplink interference (IT) and downlink power assignment (a) have been collected, the current E a o experimented in each link could be obtained as ~ When macrodiversity is applied and a coherent RAKE diversity combiner is used at the mobile receiver, the resulting Eb/No could be estimated as the sum of individual signal-to-interference ratios in each active finger in the RAKE demodulator. In this case (1) 
D. Delay Estimation
Data packets to be transmitted are passed to the RLC layer. At that point, packets are segmented into radio blocks (RLC blocks) and a number of them transmitted each 10 ms frame depending on channel bit rate. Total delay until complete reception of the entire packet at the other extreme is due to medium access control operation and transmission delay. Assuming MAC performance independent from the handover mechanism adopted, only transmission delay will be taken into account for comparison purposes.
The correct reception of RLC blocks at each frame depends on carrier-to-interference ratio assured during that period. Thus, the RLC block error rate (BLER) could be estimated from link level simulations versus Eb/No conditions. If a Selective Repeat ARQ is used at RLC layer and return channel is assumed error free, the mean and standard deviation of the transmission delay can be given as
If perfect power control is considered in both links, whenever interference level is below the theoretical limit given by (5) in the uplink or the base station is able to assign the required power to each mobile terminal in the downlink (3), the (Eb/No)req will be guaranteed. The choice of the required Eb/No needs to be optimised to maximise system capacity. In [8] a methodology based only on link level simulations is suggested to estimate the optimum E D 0 target.
Once the optimum operation condition is obtained, the transmission delay normalised to the delay at optimum capacity condition Areq is estimated as Figure 3 and 4 show downlink performance for 50% and perfect orthogonality factors respectively. Soft handover with reduced margins (1-2) performs the best. For 50 % orthogonality factor, a hard handover procedure of 3 dB could support up to 7 simultaneous users with delay penalty below 20%. For 1dB soft handoff the number of users increases up to 9. Higher hard handoff margins (6 dB) folds the transmission delay. Figure 5 depicts results for the uplink channel characterised with the same propagation conditions as the downlink. It could be seen that results are similar in the hard handoff 
